REFACE.
Bee keeping is primarily a breeding problem, for the honey surplus of a colony depends so much on the queen. In order to make more public some of the best methods of queen rearing, this bulletin is issued.
Much of the labor of manipulation can be avoided by the use of the systems herein described.
It is held by the best bee keepers that it is necessary to restock all colonies with new queens every year: but the practice is not as common as it should be. It is hoped that the simplicity of the methods hereafter described will serve as an inducement to those bee keepers who have not adopted the plan to pursue it in the future.
The rearing of queens has become a separate field, in that some men devote their entire apiaries to this purpose; and to these professional queen breeders must, to a large extent, be given tin 1 work of the improvement of stock: but it is far from wise for the ordinary honey producer to neglect this side of the industry. the increase is made, the new colony will gain about three weeks in brood production over a colony which has to produce its own queen. Cups with wooden bases are now widely used and have many advantages over the wax cups, in that they can be transferred from one bar to another without danger of breaking and can more readily be used again after the queen has emerged. These cups are usually made of a cylindrical piece of wood with a concave depression in one end which is lined with wax. There is a nail point in one end which allows them to be fastened to a bar by pressure (see fig. 2 ), or, better, there is a flange at the upper end so that they can be put through holes bored in the bar (see figs. 1 and 2).
TRANSFERRING LARVAE.
Having procured the cells to be used, with the requisite bars, the bee keeper is ready to transfer larvae to these cells. Before being used for the first time, each cell should be thoroughly daubed on the inside with royal jelly. This seems to give to it the odor of ;i queen (original) or of perforated zinc, but wire cloth is perhaps better, since in one or two cases in our apiary, during the past summer, young virgin queens managed to get through the perforated zinc and to do some damage before being discovered. The cell should not be put in a wire-cloth nursery more than one day before the queen is due to emerge, for the workers should be allowed to thin down the wall of the cell so that the queen will have no difficulty in gnawing her waj-out. Even when separated from the workers by wire cloth for one day, the queen usualty takes a longer time in getting-out, but no queen which has vitality enough to become a prolific layer will ever entirely fail to do so. -warthrnore " nurseries in frame, showing method of storing forty-eight queens (original) cloth, and a hole for the queen cell and one for the candy plug are bored to meet the central hole. It will be found that a cage made with a wooden frame will be better than an all-metal cage, since it is Fig. 13.- The practice of putting a little honey on the tip of the queen cell when in a nursery, so that the emerging queen may have something to eat while gnawing her way out is not necessary, and has, when practiced, sometimes led to the death of the queen by suffocation.
MATING QUEENS.
The best method of mating queens has perhaps been more discussed by bee keepers than any other phase of queen rearing, the bone of contention being the size of the colony which shall be used in mating.
Some bee keepers insist that queens should be mated onty in full colonies, while others go to the opposite extreme and claim that only a handful of bees are necessary to care for a queen during this period of her life.
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SIZES OF BOXES.
A comparison of the cost of the two methods will help to solve the difficulty, for bee keeping is a business proposition, and bee keepers desire the most return for the least expenditure of either time or money. Mating in a colony means that that colony is without any new brood for about a week; and since during the summer season the life of the average worker is about six weeks, the loss resulting is about equal to one-sixth the cost of the colony used. This is to some extent made up by the increased activity in brood rearing after such a period of rest; but at any rate a colony can make no increase in size when queens are being mated, and there is almost always a loss. From this standpoint, then, the smaller the colony, the cheaper this part of the rearing will be; and if this were the only point to be considered there could be but one answer to the question. However, there is a foundation for these complaint-, every one of which conies from experienced men.
The entrance to a nucleus of the smallest -ize should be very -mall, so that one bee can protect the hive from -everal robbers. If. by any chance, a small colony without brood becomes queenless, it will almost invariably swarm out. and to this must be attributed most of the cases so reported.
Unsealed brood undoubtedly help-to hold the bee-in the colony, and certainly should be used in most cases. After the first laying queen i-removed from a nucleus, this brood will be present;
and from that time on there is no difficulty. To prevent the from swarming out with the first queen, brood may be given to them.
If. however, the bee-are confined in the colony for some time it<> which there i>> no valid objection), they will rarely -warm out. even without brood, and to remove them to an out yard Lessens this difficulty -till further.
Nuclei with not more than a few dozen bee-will mate a queen, and this has been done, and is being done repeatedly. There i-objection, however, to the use of the -mall. -t nuclei in the hand-oi the inexperienced, for they will die out unless watched, and often require restocking. 
